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Abstract: We demonstrate highly efficient couplers in a two-dimensional grating configura-
tion for a vertical fiber-coupling fabricated in the silicon-on-insulator platform. A combination
of sub-wavelength reflectors and blazed gratings enables both high coupling efficiency and
vertical grating coupling. We experimentally achieve coupling efficiencies of −2.6 dB at
1544 nm and −3.4 dB at 1536 nm for x- and y-polarized LP01 modes, respectively. The ex-
perimental results are in good agreement with the simulated −2.4 dB coupling efficiency for
both polarizations at a wavelength of 1550 nm. Simulated and measured crosstalk between
two polarizations were −19 dB and <−16 dB, respectively.

Index Terms: Grating coupler, polarization diversity, silicon photonics.

1. Introduction

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) has become an established platform for photonics. Consequently, efficient

fiber-to-chip coupling is crucial for practical applications. Meanwhile there are many solutions that

offer efficient coupling for a given linear polarization light. However, in practical applications such as

sensing and coherent communications an efficient coupling of both polarizations is needed. Thus,

ideally, such couplers should offer efficient coupling for both polarizations with a high extinction

ratio to cross-polarizations. Furthermore, the ideal coupler should feature fabrication and alignment

tolerance with a simple vertical coupling scheme.

Single polarization grating couplers with experimental coupling efficiencies of higher than 80%

[1]–[3] and 70% [4] in tilted and vertical fiber schemes, respectively, have already been demonstrated

on a standard SOI platform. Simulations even predict coupling efficiencies approaching 90% [4], [5]

and more [3], [6]. These achievements are in part due to the introduction of apodization schemes

[7]–[9], blazed gratings [10] and an improvement of the fabrication technologies [11]. More recently

the interest has shifted towards 2-dimensional (2-D) grating couplers which comprise two orthogonal

1-D grating couplers superimposed on each other. The 2-D grating couplers couple the x- and y-

polarized LP01 modes of the input fiber onto two separate outputs. In this process both the x- and

y-polarized LP01 modes are then converted to TE modes of the silicon waveguide on the chip.

The 2-D grating couplers thus also act as a polarization splitter. Ever since the first demonstration

in 2003 [12], several attempts to realize highly efficient 2-D grating coupler on the SOI platform

have been made. Subsequent studies have used novel techniques including photonic crystals
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TABLE 1

Comparison of 2-D Grating Couplers

and backside metal mirrors [13]–[18]. In those works, however, the grating couplers have been

designed to couple fibers with a certain angle in order to suppress back-reflections. In some

cases, e.g., when fiber arrays and multi-core fibers (MCF) are used [19]–[21] an angular alignment

of the coupler not only costs much more space but also forces the access waveguides to be

arranged in one direction – which significantly limits the integration density. For these reasons,

2-D grating couplers with perfect vertical coupling have been introduced [22]–[25]. A summary on

the polarization multiplexed couplers with the coupling efficiencies is given in Table 1. As shown

in Table 1, our 2-D grating coupler shows a significant improvement on the achievable coupling

efficiency (CE) for perfect vertical coupling (fiber angle = 0°). Even compared with angled coupling

schemes, it can outperform others fabricated on a standard SOI without a bottom-side metal

mirror.

In this paper, we introduce highly efficient, polarization-splitting 2-D grating couplers, which

provide a perfect vertical coupling to a single mode fiber (SMF) by utilizing a blazed sub-wavelength

structure. We fabricated the 2-D grating on a standard silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform and

measured coupling losses of 2.6 dB and 3.4 dB for x- and y-polarizations, respectively, while

simulations predict coupling efficiencies of 58% for each polarizations. Finally, we investigate the

fabrication tolerances and derive its impact on the center peak shift.

Such a tilt-free grating coupler makes it easier to align fibers and offers more degree of freedoms

to integrate grating couplers on a very small surface. Additionally, the 2-D grating coupler can be

achieved using a standard SOI platform relying on a two-step etching process without introducing

intricate fabrication procedures such as a metal mirror installation. The work published in this paper,

is based in part on a 1D grating coupler configuration previously introduced in Ref. [4].

2. Concepts and Optimization

Figure 1 shows a concept of the 2-D grating coupler where LP01
x and LP01

y fiber modes are split

into separated waveguides as TE polarized waveguide modes. (Remark: the two orthogonal LP01

modes in the fiber are here called LP01
x and LP01

y modes for the sake of keeping nomenclature

simple.) The fiber is vertically aligned to the chip surface without tilts. The high coupling efficiencies

for the two polarizations are the results of an optimization of the 2-D grating coupler, the usage of an

apodization and optimization of all parameters. The 2-D grating coupler comprises a superposition

of two orthogonally aligned identical gratings. Fig. 1(a) shows the top view of a unit cell of the

2-D grating coupler. Each grating period consists of a combination of a blazed structure and a

sub-wavelength structure as shown in Fig. 1(b) [4]. The blazed structure enhances a directionality
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the 2-dimensional grating coupler as a polarization splitter. The inset Figs. (a)
and (b) represent structural details for one grating period viewed from top (xy-plane) and cross-section
(xz-plane), respectively.

of the grating coupler [10] and the sub-wavelength structure provides an anti-reflection effect to

suppress the back-reflections [26]. Thus, our grating can achieve perfect vertical coupling and

a high coupling efficiency simultaneously without intricate structures such as a back-metal-mirror

[27]–[30] and overlays [8], [31]. The superposition between etched and un-etched features of the two

orthogonal gratings yields un-etched structures and the superposition between un-etched features

remain un-etched whereas the superposition between etched features remain etched.

In order to achieve higher coupling efficiency we introduced an apodization scheme to the 2-D

grating coupler. By introducing the apodization scheme we can tune a field profile of the diffracted

light with some degrees of freedom. This benefits to improve a coupling efficiency of 2-D grating

couplers in terms of two aspects: (i) increasing an overlap between fiber mode and diffracted

light profiles; and (ii) having an identical alignment center axis for x- and y-polarization ports. In

contrast, periodic grating couplers have a unique alignment center and a field profile due to the

exponential decay of the diffracted light. First, we optimized the 2-D apodized grating coupler using

a commercially available three-dimensional FDTD solver (by Lumerical). We assumed an SOI

platform with a 220 nm-thick silicon layer and a 3 µm-thick buried oxide (BOX) layer. The depth

of shallow etching areas was set to 70 nm. The refractive indices of Si and SiO2 were 3.45 and

1.45, respectively. In the simulation, an x-polarized LP01 mode was launched vertically to the 2-D

grating coupler, and the transmittance into the x-port waveguide was used as a figure of merit and

maximized through optimizations. The structural parameters for each grating period were optimized

at a wavelength of 1550 nm by using a particle swarm algorithm [32].

The apodization of the grating was optimized as follows. We assumed that the 2-D grating

coupler comprises two identical grating couplers superimposed, where each grating coupler has 20

periods with each period having 5 structural parameters (i.e., t1, t2, w1, w2, w3). Thus, 100 (20 × 5)

parameters must be optimized in total. We expressed each structural parameter using a cubic spline

interpolation with 5 knots sequence, so that the number of variables could be thinned down to 25

instead of 100 [4], [33]. Then, those knot values were optimized using the particle swarm algorithm.

Here, we have set minimum feature sizes of trenches (t1 and t2) to −40 nm which corresponds to a

resolution of our fabrication facility. Fig. 2(a) shows the optimized parameters. The knot sequences

of the spline are marked by a diamond symbol. Fig. 2(b) shows the simulated spectra for the grating

with the optimized data from Fig. 2(a). The straight blue line shows the coupling efficiency and the

red line shows the crosstalk (XT) as induced by an opposite polarization. The coupling efficiency
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Fig. 2. Parameters of the optimized 2D grating and coupling efficiency. (a) Structural parameters opti-
mized by the particle swarm algorithm with the coupling efficiency as the figure of merit. The diamonds
are the spline knots optimized in simulation. They are used to fit a spline segments (separated by
diamonds) to find the rest of the parameters. (b) Coupling efficiency and crosstalk of the optimized
structure. The crosstalk is defined as the ratio of a power coupled into the opposite polarization port
and the total input power.

Fig. 3. Field intensity profiles radiated from (a) Apodized 2-D grating coupler and (b) Periodic 2-D grating
coupler when the x-polarization port is excited (arrows show a direction of the excitation). The periodic
structure was optimized at 1550 nm with the blazed and sub-wavelength structure (t1 = 77 nm, t2 =

106 nm, w1 = 77 nm, w2 = 227 nm, w3 = 105 nm). Origins of x- and y-axes correspond to the starting
point of gratings.

and the crosstalk were predicted to be −2.4 dB (58%) and −19 dB (1.2%) at the peak wavelength,

respectively. Since the device has an axially symmetric structure and the fiber is positioned on

the axis of symmetry, the transmission spectrum must be the same for both polarizations. The

theoretical 3 dB bandwidth is relatively narrow (30 nm) as the apodization was optimized for the

peak wavelength. We compare the field profiles diffracted by the apodized and periodic 2-D grating

couplers in Fig. 3. In this simulation, the TE polarized waveguide mode is launched from the x-port

waveguide along the y-axis, and the field profile is observed from the top of 2-D grating couplers. It

can be seen in Fig. 3(a) that the field profile of the apodized grating coupler is similar to that of LP01

modes. On the other hand, the periodic grating coupler has an exponential decaying field profile

along the propagation direction. We confirmed that the field profile is successfully tuned by the

apodization. We also can observe another peak of the field intensity in the vicinity of the origin of y

axis in Fig. 3(a). This peak is primarily arising from an imperfection of the apodization on the first

period of gratings, which is restricted by the minimum feature sizes of t1 and t2 (40 nm). This can be

mitigated by introducing smaller minimum feature sizes to t1 and t2, which leads to relax a refractive
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Fig. 4. Fabrication tolerance of the 2-D grating couplers. Dependencies of the coupling efficiency on
(a) the shallow-etch depth, (b) the fully etched feature width, (c–d) misalignments between fully and
shallow etched features in x- and y-direction and (e–f) tilt angles of the fiber coupling, respectively.
In plots (e) and (f), the fiber is tilted along x and y axes from the chip surface normal. Here, all the
simulations have been performed for with an x-polarization excitation. For a y-polarization, the x and y
axes need to be inverted within the plots (c f).

index discontinuity at the interface between the waveguide and the grating and to decrease the field

intensity diffracted from the first period of gratings.

Next, we investigated the fabrication tolerance of various parameters such as the depth tolerance

of shallow-etched features, and the alignment and width tolerance of the fully-etched features.

Fig. 4(a) shows the calculated results of the coupling efficiency against changes of the shallow-etch

depth. A coupling efficiency of >50% can be maintained for deviations up to ±5 nm from the ideal

70 nm for a wavelength of 1550 nm. Fig. 4(b) shows the tolerance towards width variations dt of

t1 and t2. It can be seen that the 2-D grating coupler is more tolerant towards an increase of the

fully etched feature width in terms of coupling efficiency. Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) shows the coupling

efficiency against a misalignment dx or dy in x- or y-direction of the fully etched features with respect

to the shallow etched structures, respectively. In the simulation, the polarization of interest is an

x-polarization. In Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), we observe a blue shift of the peak wavelength for misalignment

in the x- as well as y-directions. This is because the effective refractive index of the grating reduces
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Fig. 5. Scanning electron microscopic images of fabricated 2-dimensional grating coupler on a standard
silicon-on-insulator chip. (a) Top-view picture of the 2-dimenstional grating. (b) Magnified view of the
area that is highlighted in (a).

as the fully etched structures affect the un-etched silicon parts when they are misaligned. The shift

in x-direction slightly increases the coupling efficiency, whereas a shift in y-direction has a more

pronounced influence on the efficiency and the peak positions. Although it seems that one can

improve the coupling efficiency by shifting the holes along the x-direction, this leads to a reduced

coupling efficiency of the other polarization port. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4(d), a shift in the

negative y-direction has a smaller impact on the coupling efficiency compared to a shift in the

positive y-direction. In Figs. 4(e) and 4(f), we have simulated the coupling efficiency dependence

on the fiber tilt. The fiber is tilted along x or y coordinate axes with some degrees from the chip

surface normal whilst the waveguides are fixed. The 2-D grating coupler is more tolerant to the fiber

tilt in positive directions than that in negative directions as shown in these figures. In a certain case

where the fiber is tilted along the input polarization axis in positive directions (which is the positive

direction tilts in Fig. (e)), a variation of the coupling spectrum is small.

3. Fabrication and Characterization

We fabricated the 2D grating couplers on a commercially available SOI wafer with a 220 nm-thick

silicon layer and 3.0 µm-thick BOX layer. In a first step the 70 nm-deep shallow etch features

were defined by electron-beam (EB) lithography (Vistec EBPG5200) using a positive tone resist,

followed by an inductively coupled plasma dry-etching process with HBr-ions (Oxford Plasmofab

System 100). Next, the waveguides and fully etched holes were defined with a negative-tone resist

and dry-etching process similar to the partially etched one. Finally, a 1.5 µm-thick silicon dioxide

(SiO2) layer as a top-cladding was deposited using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition

(PECVD). Fig. 5 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated device before

depositing the cladding SiO2. Fig. 5(a) shows a picture of the entire 2-D grating area where the

2-D grating coupler is connected to x- and y-ports via tapered waveguides. The fabricated devices

consist of a 2-D grating coupler with two 300 µm-long tapered waveguides, each connected to

1-D grating couplers from [4] used as outputs. The 2-D grating couplers are connected to the 1-D

grating couplers via 450 nm-wide waveguides.

We performed insertion loss measurements to characterize the fabricated 2-D grating couplers.

From the measurement, we obtained coupling efficiencies of −2.6 dB at 1544 nm wavelength for

the x-port and −3.4 dB at 1536 nm wavelength for the y-port. The 3 dB bandwidth was 36 nm and

27 nm for x- and y-ports, respectively. We also measured crosstalks of −16.2 dB to the x-port from

the y-polarization input and −20.8 dB to the y-port from the x-polarization input at the maximum.

Fig. 6 summarizes simulated and measured coupling efficiencies and crosstalks of the 2-D grating
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Fig. 6. Measured and simulated coupling efficiencies and crosstalk of the 2-D grating coupler.

couplers. The insertion loss was measured using a tunable laser source and a power meter for

each polarization port separately. Either x- or y-polarized LP01 modes were launched into the 2-D

grating couplers using a vertically aligned SMF and the outputs from the 1-D grating couplers were

collected using another SMF. Here, we applied an index matching oil in between the fiber and

the cladding surface, so that we can suppress the reflections and refractions at those surfaces.

The input polarization state was aligned using a polarization controller so that the insertion loss

of the port of interest is minimized. Then we also measured the insertion loss of the opposite

polarization port while maintaining the input polarization state in order to characterize the crosstalk

of the 2-D grating coupler. We isolated the coupling efficiency and the crosstalk of the 2D-grating

coupler from the measured insertion losses by subtracting the propagation loss in the Si waveguide

(0.43 dB/mm), the back-to-back loss and the input 1-D grating coupler from the loss spectrum,

which have been characterized separately. Additionally, we have estimated reflectivities of the

back-reflection of the 2D grating coupler by using Fabry-Perot ripples as observed from measured

spectra. The reflectivities are approximately 11%, 1% and 15% at 1520 nm, 1540 nm and 1560 nm

wavelengths, respectively.

In Fig. 6, we have plotted simulated and measured coupling efficiencies (CEs) and crosstalks

(XTs) for both the ideal structure and the fabricated coupler with the respective deviations of −45 and

28 nm in x- and y-directions, respectively, from the proper alignment (see experimental description

above). These deviations actually lead to a modified passband, see Fig. 6. Particularly, the y-port

will suffer from a blue-shift of the center passband and a reduced bandwidth as can be seen from

the solid blue plot in Fig. 6. This narrowing of the passband is also found in the experiment (see blue

dashed curve). For the y-polarization port, tendencies of the coupling characteristic variations are

consistent between measured and simulated values in terms of a blue shift of the peak wavelength

and a narrowing of the bandwidth. This issue can be solved by a better control over the fabrication.

We have further characterized the performance of the 2-D grating coupler by measuring the

polarization dependent loss (PDL). That is the ratio between maximum (Tmax) and minimum (Tmin)

transmissions while the input polarization is changed over all possible states [15],

PD L (dB) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

10 log10

(

Tmax

Tmin

)
∣

∣

∣

∣

.

We launched the LP01 mode into the same 2-D grating coupler as discussed above with random

polarization states and measured a sum of transmissions from two output ports. In Fig. 7, we
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Fig. 7. Measured polarization dependent loss (PDL) the 2-D grating coupler.

show the measured fiber-to-fiber transmissions and PDL of the 2-D grating coupler. Due to the

vertical coupling angle [34], there is no peak-wavelength shift between maximum and minimum

transmission spectra. We, however, still observe a PDL of approximately 3 dB around the peak-

wavelength of 1540 nm. This mainly comes from the difference of coupling spectra between x- and

y-port due to the asymmetry of the fabricated structure.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a highly efficient 2-D grating coupler which couples both x- and y-polarized

LP01 modes into TE silicon waveguide modes with perfectly vertical fiber angles. We fabricated the

couplers on a standard SOI wafer, using a simple 2-step etching process that is CMOS compatible.

The experimentally measured coupling efficiencies were −2.6 dB and −3.4 dB for LP01
x and LP01

y

modes, respectively. The perfectly vertical coupling scheme allows our grating coupler to achieve a

high integration density for use in reduced diameter fiber arrays and multi-core fibers (MCF).
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